
6th   Grade  
4th   quarter   standards/assessments  

 

Subject  Standard  Assessment  

Language  
Arts  

Read   Informational   Text   and   cite   textual  
evidence   to   support   analysis   of   what   the  
text   says   explicitly   as   well   as   inferences  
drawn   from   the   text  

-read   online   nonfiction  
texts   focusing   on  
identifying   the   main   idea   of  
the   text   while   work   on  
citing   textual   evidence   to  
support   their   analysis  
-   identify   the   inferences  
that   they   make   while  
reading   the   text  

Language  
Arts  

Write   informative/explanatory   text   to  
examine   a   topic   and   convey   the   idea,  
concept,   and   information   through   the  
selection,   organization,   and   analysis   of  
relevant   content  

create   a   mini   informative  
research   report  

Math  Solve   ratio   problems   and   use   ratio  
language   to   describe   a   ratio   relationship  
between   two   quantities  

Mrs.   Wright:    Google   slides  
that   the   students   will  
complete   assessing   their  
understanding   of   the  
assignment   and   exit   tickets  
embedded   into   the   slides  
for   a   final   assessment.  
 
Mr.   Christensen:   online  
Khan   Academy   quizzes  
and   unit   tests.:  

Math  Display   numerical   data   in   plots   on   a  
number   line,   including   dot   plots,  
histograms,   and   box   plots  

Mrs.   Wright:    Google   slides  
that   the   students   will  
complete   assessing   their  
understanding   of   the  
assignment   and   exit   tickets  
embedded   into   the   slides  
for   a   final   assessment.  
 
Mr.   Christensen:   online  



Khan   Academy   quizzes  
and   unit   tests  
 

Science  Construct   a   scientific   explanation   based  
on   evidence   for   how   environmental   and  
genetic   factors   influence   the   growth   of  
organisms  

-viewing   and   completing  
Google   Slide   Activities   
-viewing   and   completing  
Edpuzzle   activities.  

Social  
Studies  

Explain   how   my   choices   affect   others  
and   myself  

-analyzing   the   pros   and  
cons   of   these   issues   and  
writing   our   thoughts   about  
them   in   a   packet   
-reply   to   one   topic   per   day  
on   a   Google   Form   Survey   

PE  Apply   knowledge   of   movement   and  
ports   concepts  

Health   Question  

PE   Participate   regularly   in   physical   activity  Recording   Sheets  

Vocal   Music  Analyze,   critique,   and   evaluate   musical  
performances,   recordings,   and  
compositions   using   appropriate   music  
terminology,   theory,   and   technology  

Song   scavenger   hunt  

Vocal   Music  Rehearse   and   demonstrate   the   ability   to  
sing   and/or   play   expressively,   on   pitch,  
in   rhythm,   and   with   proper   technique  
and   maintaining   a   steady   beat  

note   name/values  
worksheets  

Band  Explore   and   demonstrate   an  
understanding   of   the   elements   of   music  
by   reading,   singing   and/or   playing   an  
instrument  

Practice   log   
Demonstrate   skills   and  
habits   using   the   online  
video   interface,   Flipgrip  

Band  Recognize   and   define   grade-appropriate  
foundational   musical   elements  

Use   interactive   web   tools  
and   sites   such   as  
musictheory.net    to   identify  
musical   Keys,   Notes,  
Rhythms,   Tempo   Markings,  
Dynamics,   and  
Articulations  

http://musictheory.net/
http://musictheory.net/


Band  Examine   and   evaluate   musical  
connections,   similarities,   and   differences  

Compare   and   contrast   their  
playing   and   recordings   with  
accurate   professional  
recordings   of   the   same  
piece   to   notice   similarities  
and   differences   

Art  Show   effort   in   artwork   for   grade   level  Artwork  

Art  Demonstrate   creativity  Artwork  
 
 
 
 


